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Abstract
In this paper, we define a new concept neighborhood mutual remainder (NMR). An NMR distributed
algorithms should satisfy global fairness, l-exclusion and repeated local rendezvous requirements. We
give a simple self-stabilizing algorithm to demonstrate the design paradigm to achieve NMR, and
also present applications of NMR to a Look-Compute-Move robot system.
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1 Introduction
Distributed systems sometimes encounter mutually exclusive operations such that, while
one operation is executed by a participant, another operation cannot be executed by the
participant and its neighboring participants. For example, we can consider a Look-Compute-
Move (LCM) robot system, where each robot repeats executing cycles of look, compute, and
move phases. Some algorithms assume the move-atomic property, that is, while robot r
executes look and compute phases, r’s neighbors cannot execute a move phase. In this case,
the move operation and the look/compute operations are mutually exclusive.
To execute mutually exclusive operations consistently, participants should schedule the
operations carefully. One may think we can apply mutual exclusion or local mutual exclusion
to solve the local synchronization problem. Mutual exclusion (resp., local mutual exclusion)
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guarantees that no two participants (resp., no two neighboring participants) enter a critical
section (CS) at the same time. Indeed, if participants execute mutually exclusive operations
only when they are in the CS, they can keep the consistency because no two neighboring
participants execute the mutually exclusive operations at the same time. On the other hand,
this approach seems expensive because participants execute the operations sequentially despite
that they are allowed to execute the same operation simultaneously. Also, to realize local
mutual exclusion, participants should achieve symmetry breaking because one participant
should be selected to enter the CS. However, in highly-symmetric distributed systems such
as the LCM robot system, it is difficult or even impossible to achieve deterministic symmetry
breaking and thus achieve local mutual exclusion.
From this motivation, we define the neighborhood mutual remainder (NMR) distributed
task over a distributed system with a general, non-necessarily complete, communication
graph. An NMR distributed algorithm should satisfy global fairness, l-exclusion, and repeated
local rendezvous requirements. Global fairness is satisfied when each participant executes the
CS infinitely often, l-exclusion is satisfied when at most l neighboring processes enter the
CS at the same time, and repeated local rendezvous is satisfied when, for each participant,
infinitely often no participant in the closed neighborhood is in the critical or trying sections.
Unlike the classical (local) mutual exclusion problem, the NMR allows up to l neighboring
participants to be simultaneously in the CS, but requires a guarantee for neighborhood
rendezvous in the remainder.
For example, in the LCM robot system, the move-atomic property can be achieved by
NMR: Each robot executes look and compute phases when it is in the CS, and executes a
move phase only when no robot in its closed neighborhood is in the CS. While some robot
executes look and compute phases, none of its neighbors executes a move phase. From the
global fairness and local rendezvous properties, all robots execute look, compute, and move
phases infinitely often.
Our contributions. In this BA, we formalize the concept of NMR, and give a design
paradigm to achieve NMR. To demonstrate the design paradigm, we consider synchronous
distributed systems and give a simple self-stabilizing algorithm for NMR. To consider the
simplest case, we assume l = ∆ + 1, where ∆ is the maximum degree, that is, l-exclusion is
always satisfied. In this case, the NMR does not require symmetry breaking, however, is still
useful for some applications.
In the full version [1], to demonstrate applicability of NMR, we implement a self-stabilizing
synchronization algorithm for the LCM robot system by using the aforementioned design
paradigm. First, we realize the move-atomic property in a self-stabilizing manner on the
assumption that robots repeatedly receive clock pulses at the same time. After that, we
extend it to the assumption that robots receive clock pulses at different times but the
duration between two pulses is identical for all robots. Lastly, on the same assumption, we
implement the fully synchronous (FSYNC) model in a self-stabilizing manner. This research
presents the first self-stabilizing implementation of the LCM synchronization, allowing the
implementation in practice of any self-stabilizing or stateless robot algorithm, where robots
possess independent clocks that are advanced in the same speed.
2 Preliminary
A distributed system is represented by an undirected connected graph G = (V,E), where
V = {v0, . . . , vk−1} is a set of processes and E ⊆ V × V is a set of communication links
between processes. Processes are anonymous and identical. Process vi is a neighbor of vj if
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Algorithm 1 Self-Stabilizing NMR Algorithm for l = ∆ + 1. Pseudo-Code for vi.
1: Upon a global pulse
2: Ni := |N [i]|; MaxNi := max{Nj | vj ∈ N [i]}; Clocki := (Clocki + 1) mod (MaxNi + 1);
3: if Clocki = 1 then enter the critical section and leave before the next pulse;
4: else if ∀vj ∈ N [i][Clockj 6= 1] then rendezvous in the remainder section;
(vi, vj) ∈ E holds. A neighborhood of vi is denoted by N(i) = {vj | (vi, vj) ∈ E}, and the
degree of vi is denoted by δ(i) = |N(i)|. Let ∆ = max{δ(i) | vi ∈ V }. A closed neighborhood
of vi is denoted by N [i] = N(i) ∪ {vi}.
Each process is a state machine that changes its state by actions. We adopt the state-
reading model as a communication model. In this model, each vi can directly read states of all
processes in N [i] simultaneously and update its own state. Processes operate synchronously
based on global pulses. That is, all processes regularly receive the pulse at the same time,
and operate when they receive the pulse. The duration of local computation is sufficiently
small so that every process completes the local computation before the next pulse.
I Definition 1 (Neighborhood mutual remainder (NMR)). The system achieves NMR if the
following three properties hold.
Global fairness: Every process infinitely often enters the CS.
l-exclusion: For every process vi, at most l processes in N [i] enter the CS simultaneously.
Repeated local rendezvous: For every process vi, infinitely many instants exist such that
no process in N [i] is in the critical or trying section.
3 A self-stabilizing algorithm for neighborhood mutual remainder
In this section, we give a design paradigm to achieve NMR. As an example, we realize a
self-stabilizing algorithm to achieve NMR in case of l = ∆ + 1. We say an algorithm is
self-stabilizing if, from any initial configuration, the system eventually exhibits the desired
behavior.
The self-stabilizing NMR algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. Let us consider a simple
setting where |N [i]| is identical for any vi. Every process vi maintains a clock Clocki that is
incremented by 1 modulo (|N [i]|+ 1) in every pulse. The value of Clocki may differ from the
value of Clockj , for a neighbor vj of vi. Say, for the sake of simplicity, that vi may possess the
CS only when Clocki = 1. Thus, ensuring that there is a configuration in which all processes
in the remainder is equivalent to ensuring that there is a configuration in which the values of
all the above clocks are not equal to 1. Using the pigeon-hole principle in every |N [i]|+ 1
consequence pulse clocks, there must be a configuration in which no clock value of neighboring
processes is 1 and at the same time Clocki is not 1 either. Hence, the NMR must hold. Since
|N [i]| 6= |N [j]| may hold for some vi and vj , we use MaxNi = max{|N [j]| | vj ∈ N [i]} instead
of |N [i]|. Since every process vj ∈ N [i] enters the CS at most once in MaxNi + 1 consecutive
pulses, we can still use the pigeon-hole principle and hence the NMR must hold.
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